Abstract-This paper proposes an efficient strategy to implement modified non restoring algorithm based on FPGA in gate level abstraction of VHDL, which adopt fully pipelined architecture. A new basic building block is called controlled subtract-multiplex (CSM) is introduced. The main principle of the proposed method is similar with conventional non-restoring algorithm, but it only uses subtract operation and append 01, while add operation and append 11 is not used. The proposed strategy has conducted to implement FPGA successfully, and it is offer an efficient in hardware resource.
I. INTRODUCTION
Square root is one of the most useful and vital operation in computer graphics and scientific calculation applications, such as digital signal processing (DSP) algorithms, math coprocessor, data processing and control and even multimedia applications [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . It is a classical problem in computational number theory and often encountered, which is a hard task to get an exact result [7] [8] .
A lot of square root algorithms has have been studied, developed and implemented, such as Rough estimation, Babylonian method, exponential identity, Taylor-series expansion algorithm, Newton-Raphson method, Sweeney Robertson Tocher redundant method (SRT redundant method), SRT non redundant method and sequential algorithm (digit-by-digit method) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . However, the early processors carry out the square root operation of the algorithms above by software means, which have long delays for its completion [6] .
With the rapid advancement of technology which is possible to integrate large circuits on a single chip and also increase in demand for faster computational execution time, hardware implementation of square root operation became more attractive [6] . Unfortunately because of the complexity of the square root algorithms, the square root calculation is not easy to implement on field programmable array (FPGA) technology [1, 3, 5, 10] .
There are some algorithms of square root which are implemented on FPGA. They are generally grouped into two distinct categories. In first category is called estimation methods, such as Rough estimation and Newton-Raphson method (and also its derivations: CORDIC, DeLugish's and Manuscript received July 13, 2010. Tole Sutikno is with the Department of Electrical Engineering, Universitas Ahmad Dahlan (UAD), Yogyakarta, Indonesia, e-mail: thsutikno@ieee.org, tole@ee.uad.ac.id.
Chen's), and in second category is called digit-by-digit method. Finally, it is necessary to classify further digit-by-digit method into two distinct classes: restoring and non restoring algorithm. The restoring algorithm has a big limitation at restoring step in the regular flow. Primarily for this reason, although initially having led the way for all the other methods, it has declined in importance and nowadays it is no longer used [11] . Compared to the restoring algorithm, the non restoring algorithm does not restore the remainder, which can be implemented with fewest hardware resource and the result is hardware simple implementation. It is most suitable for FPGA implementation and allows for IEEE standard rounding to be readily implemented [1] [2] [3] 6] .
There are many strategies or architectures have conducted to implement the non restoring digit-by-digit square root algorithm in FPGA hardware. Yamin and Wanming [1] [2] 9] have introduced a non restoring algorithm with fully pipelined and iterative version that requires neither multipliers nor multiplexors. They introduced the carry save adder (CSA) and carry propagate adder (CPA) as basic building blocks. Although the algorithms in [1] [2] have a speed processing, they consumes too many hardware resource, while the algorithms in [9] although it cost less resource, but it has low speed. The similar architectures above have introduced by Xiaoliang [10] , Thakkar [12] and Xiumin et al [13] . In the other study, Samawi et al [6] have introduced controlled add-sub (CAS) as basic building blocks. The effort is done to reduce hardware consumed, with moderate delay. The other architecture also has proposed is fully combinational architecture [4] . However, the FPGA is very suitable for adoption of the fully pipelined architecture because of the characteristics of its structure. Hence, the very little or even needless extra cost, if the pipeline technology is implemented in FPGA [14] . This paper proposes a new strategy to implement modified non restoring algorithm based on FPGA which adopt fully pipelined architecture. In the proposed strategy is introduced a new basic building block is called controlled subtract-multiplex (CSM), and also it needs fewer pipeline stages compared with the proposed algorithm in [12] . Next, the performance of developed system will be compared to Samawi et al [6] .
II. DIGIT-BY-DIGIT CALCULATION METHOD
In digit-by-digit calculation method, each digit of the square root is found in a sequence where it only one digit of the square root is generated at each iteration [2, 6, 13] . It has several advantages, such as: every digit of the root found is An Efficient Implementation of the Non Restoring Square Root Algorithm in Gate Level Tole Sutikno, Member, IACSIT, IEEE known to be correct and it will not has to be changed later; if the square root has to expand, it will terminate after the last digit is found; and the algorithm works for any number base (of course the process depends on number base).
In general, this method can be divided in two classes, i.e. restoring and non-restoring digit-by-digit algorithm [6] . In restoring algorithm, the procedure is composed by taking the square root obtained so far, appending 01 to it and subtracting it, properly shifted, from the current remainder. The 0 in 01 corresponds to multiplying by 2; the 1 is a new guess bit. The new root bit developed is truly 1, if the resulting remainder is positive, and vice versa is 0, which the remainder must be restored by adding the quantity just subtracted. It is different, in non-restoring algorithm does not restore the subtraction if the result was negative. Instead, it appends a 11 to the root developed so far and on the next iteration it performs an addition. If the addition causes an overflow, then on the next iteration you go back to the subtraction mode [15] . Figure 1 
III. PROPOSED SQUARE ROOT ALGORITHM
A little different than conventional non-restoring digit-by-digit algorithm in Figure 1 (b), a modification as shown on Figure 2 can be conducted to give simpler implementation and faster calculation. In this modification, it only uses subtract operation and append 01, while add operation and append 11 is not used. Samavi, et al [6] has improved classical non-restoring digit-by-digit square root circuit by eliminate redundant blocks. Their circuit is referred to as the reduced area non-restoring circuit. However, it still based on constant digit of 01 or 11 and add-subtract as the main building block (still refer to Figure 1 b) . This paper offers a simple alternative solution that it only uses subtracts operation and appends 01. As consequent, the subtract-multiplex is used as the main building block (refer to Figure 2 ). The principle of the proposed algorithm can be described as shown in Figure 3 .
Step 0. Start
Step 1. Initialization radicand (the n-bit number will be squared root), quotient (the result of squared root), and remainder. To calculate square root of a 2n bit number, it needs n stage pipelines to implement the proposed algorithm.
Step 2. Beginning at the binary point, divide the radicand into groups of two digits in both direction.
Step 3. Beginning on the left (most significant bit), select the first group of one or two digit (If n is odd then the first groups is one digit, and vice versa)
Step 4. Choose 1 squared, and then subtract.
Fist developed root is "1" if the result of subtract is positive, and vice versa is "0"
Step 5. Shift two bits, subtract guess squared with append 01.
Nth-bit squared is "1" if the result of subtract is positive, and Because of subtract operation is done else Nth-bit squared is "0", and not subtract
Step 6. Go to step 5 until end group of two digits
Step 7. End A simple hardware implementation of the proposed non-restoring digit-by-digit algorithm for unsigned 6-bit square root by an array structure is shown in Figure 4 . The radicand is P (P5,P4,P3,P2,P1,P0), U (U2,U1,U0) as quotient and R (R4,R3,R2,R1,R0) as remainder. It can be shown that the implementation needs 3 stage pipelines. The basic building blocks of the array are blocks called as controlled subtract-multiplex (CSM). Figure 5 present the details of a CSM. Input of the building block is x,y,b and u, and as an output is bo(borrow) and d result). If u=0, then d<=x-y-b else d<=x. The generalization of simple implementation of the non-restoring digit-by-digit algorithm for unsigned n-bit square root by an array structure is shown in Figure 6 . Each row (stage) of the circuit in Figure 6 executes one-iteration of the non-restoring digit-by-digit square root algorithm, where it only uses subtracts operation and appends 01.
To optimize hardware resource utilization of the implementation above, specialized entities can be created as building block components. It will eliminate circuitry that is not needed. As example, the implementation in Figure 6 for unsigned 6-bit square root can be optimized become as shown in Figure 7 . The specialized entities A, B, C, D and E are minimized CSM when input ybu=100, yu=00, u=0, yu=10, and y=0 respectively, and the remainder is ignored. The generalization of optimized simple implementation of the non-restoring digit-by-digit algorithm for unsigned n-bit square root is shown in Figure 8 . 
IV. THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE NON RESTORING SQUARE ROOT ALGORITHM IN GATE LEVEL
The implementation of the proposed non restoring square root algorithm in gate level approach is conducted in VHDL language. The VHDL source codes for modules A, B, C, D, E, F and CSM is shown in Figure 9 , 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15 respectively.
--modul A library IEEE; use IEEE.std_logic_1164.all; entity A is port ( x : in std_logic; bo : out std_logic); end S0b; architecture circuits of A is begin --circuits of S0b bo <= not x; end; architecture circuits of C is signal t011, t111, t010, t001 : std_logic; begin t011 <= (not x) and y and b; t111 <= x and y and b; t010 <= (not x) and y and (not b); t001 <= (not x) and (not y) and b; bo <= t011 or t111 or t010 or t001; end; architecture circuits of CSM is signal t011, t111, t010, t001, t100, td : std_logic; begin --circuits of CSM t011 <= (not x) and y and b; t111 <= x and y and b; t010 <= (not x) and y and (not b); t001 <= (not x) and (not y) and b; t100 <= x and (not y) and (not b); bo <= t011 or t111 or t010 or t001; td <= t100 or t001 or t010 or t111; d <= td when u='1' else x; end; Figure 15 . Source code for module CSM
The main program of the proposed implementation is as shown Figure 16 .
--main program library IEEE; use IEEE.std_logic_1164.all; entity sqrt64 is port ( P : in std_logic_vector(64 downto 0); U : out std_logic_vector(31 downto 0)); end sqrt64; architecture circuits of sqrt64 is signal x3162, b3162,x3163, b3163, bxx : std_logic; signal x3060, b3060, x3061, b3061, x3062, b3062, b3063 : std_logic; …… …… b0033 : std_logic;
begin --circuits of sqrt64 --x y b u d bo s3162: entity work.S0 port map(P(62), b3163, x3162, b3162); s3163: entity work.S1 port map(P(63), b3162, b3163, x3163, bxx ); b3163 <= not bxx; …… …… s0032: entity work.Sb port map(x0132, b3163, b0031, b0032); s0033: entity work.Sn port map(x0133, b0032, b0033);
--set output bits U(0) <= b0033; U(1) <= b0134; U(2) <= b0235; U(3) <= b0336; U(4) <= b0437; U(5) <= b0538; U(6) <= b0639; U(7) <= b0740; U(8) <= b0841; U(9) <= b0942; U(10) <= b1043; U(11) <= b1144; U(12) <= b1245; U(13) <= b1346; U(14) <= b1447; U(15) <= b1548; U(16) <= b1649; U(17) <= b1750; U(18) <= b1851; U(19) <= b1952; U(20) <= b2053; U(21) <= b2154; U(22) <= b2255; U(23) <= b2356; U(24) <= b2457; U(25) <= b2558; U(26) <= b2659; U(27) <= b2760; U(28) <= b2861; U(29) <= b2962; U(30) <= b3063; U(31) <= b3163;
end architecture circuits; --of sqrt64 The implementation of the non restoring square root algorithm also has been tried in register transfer language (RTL) approach as shown in Figure 17 . By using this approach, the VHDL source code can be composed in shorter and also it is easy to modify. Unfortunately, the RTL approach is not suitable to minimize the consumption of hardware resource. Therefore, the research focuses to implement the proposed non restoring square root algorithm in gate level approach to optimize the consumption of hardware resource.
--source for 64-bit square root library ieee; use ieee.numeric_std.all; use ieee.std_logic_1164.all; entity m_sqrt is generic ( n: positive:= 32 ); --n: number of bits for output --2n: number of bits for input port ( input : in std_logic_vector(2*n -1 downto 0); --input, 2*n bits output : out std_logic_vector (n-1 downto 0) --output, n bits ); end entity; architecture RTL of m_sqrt is --array to store partial remainder type table1 is array(0 to n) of std_logic_vector(n+1 downto 0); type table2 is array(0 to n) of std_logic_vector(n downto 0); begin sqrt_calculation: process(input) is --variables to store partial remainder variable remain,r : table1; --variables to store partial results of sqrt variable qint : table2; variable q : table2; begin 
V. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In the previous sections, optimized simple hardware implementation method of the non-restoring digit-by-digit algorithm for square root was explained. In this section, simulation results of 32-bit and 64-bit square root based on Altera APEX 20KE FPGA using the above method are presented, as shown in Figure 18 .
In this simulation, P is radicand and U is quotient. The results showed that the implementation has succeeded and worked properly.
Based on compilation report, to implement 32-bit and 64-bit square root using optimized simple hardware implementation method of the non-restoring digit-by-digit algorithm using Altera FPGA APEX 20KE are needed 256 and 1023 logic element (LE) respectively. The comparison of results obtained from different implementation method is shown in Table 1 . This comparison of LE or logic cell (LC) usage is listed based on references [6] and [16] . It has shown a fantastic value for reducing of hardware resource consumed. This is due adoption fully pipelined architecture and also simplification of CSM as shown in Figure 8 . The proposed algorithm is also tried to implement using various FPGA families. Table 2 shows the list of LC/LE usage. The number of employed LE indicates the size of the implemented circuit "hardware resource". They showed that proposed method is most efficient of hardware resource. This is reasonable, because it only uses subtract operation and append 01, without add operation and append 11, and also adopt fully pipelined architecture. The results have proven that the proposed strategy is easy to implement, less resource consume and suitable to be expanded for larger number to solve complicated square root problem in FPGA implementation.
VI. CONCLUSION
This contribution presented a modification of conventional non-restoring digit-by-digit calculation method for implementation in FPGA hardware which adopts fully pipelined architecture. The main principle of the proposed method is two-bit shifter and subtractor-multiplexor operations, only uses subtract operation and append 01, without add operation and append 11. The proposed strategy has conducted to implement FPGA based unsigned 32 bit and 64-bit binary square root successfully. The results have shown that the proposed method is most efficient of hardware resource compare to other researches. The strategy also can be expanded to larger number easily, to solve complicated square root problem in FPGA implementation.
